
New Courses offered during Interim 2014-15  

 

Art 236 Graphic Design 

This course introduces students to the medium of graphic design as a method of enhanced communication. 

The course explores the design communication process including conceptualization, creative processes, 

terminology, and technology. Assignments introduce computer applications used in the graphic design 

profession as well as graphic design elements of typography, production, color theory, digital printing 

processes and basic web design. Counts toward studio art and art history majors and management studies 

concentration.    

 

Asian Studies/Environmental Studies 277 Environmental Sustainability in Japan 

Students investigate community-based approaches to environmental sustainability during this Interim 

course taught at the Asian Rural Institute (ARI) in northern Japan. Students explore how ARI builds on local 

Japanese resources to support its mission of training rural leaders from developing countries in organic 

agricultural practices. Activities include field trips, discussions, and symposia with Japanese students, as 

well as hands-on participation in the daily food life at ARI. Prerequisites: preference given to students with 

prior coursework in either Asian Studies or Environmental Studies. Counts toward Asian Studies and 

Environmental Studies majors and concentrations and Japan Studies concentration. Offered during Interim. 

 

Biology 292: Topics in Biology 

Students study topics in biology. Topics vary from year to year at the discretion of the department. Class 

work depends on the topic and instructor, but is consistent with the amount and level of work in other 200-

level biology courses. May be repeated if topics are different. Prerequisites vary. Counts as an elective 

toward the biology major. May count toward other majors or concentrations if approved by the chair of 

that major/concentration. Offered periodically. 

 

Classics 123: The Roman Animal 

This course examines the complex and shifting relationship between human and non-human animals in the 

ancient Roman world. Through literary sources and artistic evidence, students explore the Roman view of 

animals and their use of them for food, entertainment, and companionship. The class discusses Roman 

attitudes toward the non-human animal “other” and the ethical implications of such attitudes, both in 

antiquity and today. All selections from Greek and Latin literature are read in English translation. Counts 

toward ancient studies, classics, Greek, and Latin majors. Offered during Interim. 

 

German 234 German in Vienna 

Course description: An immersion experience for students at the intermediate level or above, this course 

combines morning language classes with afternoon excursions, work with Austrian language partners, and 

service learning. Each week, students study a different topic of everyday Austrian culture, such as 

immigration and multiculturalism, social and religious groups, political parties, and Vienna as a music 

capital. Taught in German.   Prerequisite: German 231 or equivalent. Counts toward German major and 

German studies concentration. Offered during Interim. 

 

 



German 263 Topics in German Arts  (in English)  Topic for Interim 2014-15: Architecture/Bauhaus 

Students examine the artistic heritage of the German-speaking countries and develop the skill of 

interpreting and analyzing art works in their cultural context. The specific topic may vary and may be 

broadly or narrowly defined to include a specific art form, theme, period, artist, or the art of the German-

speaking countries. Topics include: the arts in turn-of-the-century Vienna, the Bauhaus, Weimar cinema, 

and German Expressionism. Taught in English. Counts toward the German major or German studies 

concentration.  May be repeated if topics differ. Offered annually. 

 

ID 110: Interprofessional Education: Explorations in Healthcare 

Students are exposed to healthcare careers while they examine the science of health and wellness in 

relation to self-care, stress-management, sleep, rest, and nutrition. Students learn about physiological and 

biochemical responses to stress, grief, and loss as well as the mechanisms of coping. Students use medical 

terminology in therapeutic communication and explore values and ethics for collaborative  

interprofessional practice. An overview of the healthcare system, holistic care, and evidence-based practice 

is provided. Counts toward nursing and exercise science majors. Offered during interim. 

 

Norwegian246 Edvard Munch and Nordic Literature 

Course description: The Norwegian artist Edvard Munch not only painted one of the world’s most famous 

paintings (“The Scream”), he also produced a remarkable body of psychological and expressionist artworks 

from the 1880s to the 1930s. This course uses Munch’s art as a window onto Nordic literature in a period of 

transition from naturalism to modernism. Students explore the work of writers with significant connections 

to Munch, investigating the interplay between art and literature in fin-de-siècle Scandinavia. Counts toward 

Norwegian major and Nordic studies concentration. Offered annually during interim. 

 

Nursing 140 Health and Social Inequality: Rural and Urban Perspectives  

Health begins where we live, work and play. Students are immersed in public, private, and  

community-based organizations in Northfield (rural) and Minneapolis-St. Paul (urban) to gain an  

understanding of the social determinants of health (environmental conditions, resources and supports) and 

the relationship to individual health outcomes through service learning. A special emphasis is placed on the 

impact of socioeconomic status, geographic location, and disability on health disparities. Prerequisites: one 

course in Sociology/Anthropology, Women’s Studies, Social Work, Family Studies, Economics, Political 

Science, Environmental Studies, or Nursing.  Offered during Interim. 

 

Stat 110: Principles of Statistics (newly added section for Interim 2015) 

This is an introductory course for the liberal arts.  Students learn study design principles and 

develop statistical literacy and reasoning.  They learn to describe distributions, assess if known 

distributions fit their data, estimate population values with confidence intervals, and assess 

statistical significance with hypothesis tests (e.g., chi-square, z-, and t- tests, 

ANOVA, correlation, and regression).  In addition to lectures, there is a weekly computer lab.  Not 

recommended for students who have completed a term of calculus.  STAT 110, STAT 212, 

and ECON 263 all provide an introduction to statistics, and students should not take more than one; 

they all can serve as a prerequisite for further courses.  
 


